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PRESSURE VESSEL BURST TESTr PROGRAM:
PROGRESS PAPER NO. 2

Maurice R. Cain', Douglas E. Sharp', P.R., Michael D. Coleman
General Physics Corporation

Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida

Abstract vessel burst test program is being conducted for the USAF -
Eastern Space and Missile Center and NASA
lleadquarters. 'llie program studies the blast wave and

An update-d progress report is provided on a program fragmentation of bursting gas filled pressure vessels.

developed to silidy through te.st and analysis, the
characteristics of blast waves and fragmentation generated
by ruptured gas filled pressure vessels. The initial paper on IL Ener .Releasc

this USAF/NASA/Oeneral Physics program was presented
to the AIAA In July 1990. An explosive rupture of a pressure vessel, where the

stored energy is released instantaneously, would create a

(Since the Initial paper, several pressure vessels have blast wave (i.e., shockwave) in the surrounding air and

been burst using pneumatic pressure. Tests were designed propel fragments. The shockwave and fragment
to explore burst characteristics and utilized a well characteristics depend on such things as vessel contents,

Instrumented arena. Data trends for current experiments pressure, vessel geometry and breakup mode.

are presented. Energ & TNT Eq irleng

This paper is the second progress report on the
program and addresses: 1) a brief review of curren The explosive eneray from the rapid expansion of

methods for assessing vessel safety and burst parameters, 2) compressed gas can be determined by application of basic

a review of pneumatic burst testing operations and testing thermodynamic relationships that are n function of pressure,
results, including a comnparison to current methods for burst volume, and temperature. The expansion is most often

assessment and 3) a review of the basis for the current test assumed to be isentrnpic (isothermal, considered applicable

program Including planned testing. ) by some references, would require that heat be added to the
expanding gas). The follcwing equation gives the isentropic

1. Introduction energy released by the failure of a vessel containing a
volume of Ideal gas, VI, at a pressure of P, P2 is the

Pressure vessels are used extensively in bpth ground surrounding atmospheric pressure. K is the specific heat
cad spacecraft applications. Explosive failures of vessels are ratio:
rare due to precautions normally taken such as following p,[ k• l
consensus design, fabrication and test codes a-nd sta"ndards, W. _

Inservice Integrity is maintained through monitoring of K-1[ ýP J
vessel service conditions and cyclic history. Yet pressure
vessels do occasionally fail, releasing signi',cant energy and
possible hazardous commodity Into the surroundings. Often
it Is prudent to assess the damage that could result from This equation assumes ideal gas behavior. Ideal gas
explosive failure when locating pressure vessels, designing behavior is considered adequate for most low pressure
nearby structures and equipment or considering other safety situations (1500 psi). The Ideal gas assumption for high
precautions, pressure ruptures gives expansion energies that can be

unrealistically high. Accurate estimates of available blast
energy from high pressure bursts require calculations based

A considerable body of data exists on damage and on real gas equations of state supported by empirical data,
Injury due to blast wave and fragmentation, nmch of it from such as the commonly used compressibility factor Z, defined
tesearch using TNT or similar high explosives. However . as Z = Pv/RT. Since RT/P is the ideal gas specific
substantially less is known about blast and fragmentation of volume, the compressibility factor may be considered a
bursting pressure vessels than of chemical explosions such as measure of the ratio of the actual specific volume to ideal
TNTV. Further, current methods documented in standards, gas specific volume (Z = 1). A dectease in stored energy
handbooks and other references used to quantify expected due to compressibility becomes appreciable as pressures are
energy release, blast waves, and fragmentation are increased above 1500 psi.
Inconsistent and vary in results2 . Accordingly, a pressure

Using an isentropic real gas relationship, the
"Member AIAA calculated stored energy in a cubic foot of GN2 at a

pressure of 10,000 psi would be 1,952,744 ft lb. A common

Id, parwr Ii tded,'rce a %. ,, 41i1 ihe UA.. lUo.mvilli l an1



practice in determining explosive potentinl ol rupturing pressure. Other varintions are caused by vessel and failure
pretsure vetsel Is to assume the explosive characteristics tire geometry and distance from It firm reflecthig surface.
what would he generated by a TNT detonntioi' of equivalent Figures 2 tlhrotgh 4 show the blast wave chanracteristics for
energy. (Other high explosives, such as composition B and the detonation of 30 lb, of Composition B high explosive that
composition CA4 are used In the test program and their was exploded in an Instrumented arena as part of this
characteristics relative to TNT have been established1. The program (See Sectionns ill aind IV). Figure 2 is a plot of
TNT energy equivalent of the 10,000 psi vessel filled with pressure vs time it a particular location (9(r @ 15') in the
GN2 Is 1.26 lbs TNT equivalent per ft1 of volume using arenn. Figure 3 is a plot of pressure vs (litatice for all the
1.545 x Wt ft lb/lb after Kinney". The TNT equivalent and arrays In the arena. Figure 4 is a plot of impulse v's dI~stnnce
energy vs pressure for both real and ideal GN2 with for the locations shown in Figure 3. The Impulse is the area
isentropic and Isothermal expansion (W - P1VI In P,/P.) Is of the positive portion of the pressure-time curve.
shown In Figure 1. The real gas curves were approximated
by dividing the Ideal gas energy by the average Z to the ec0
pressure of Interest. (The average was found using the
integ~al of the Z vs P curve. Data will be sought for s
applying first principles.)

40
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Flxp!osive disintegration will generate a blast wave
resulting In at high overpressure (pressure above 2-
atmospheric) at the vessel surface. As the blast wave 10
advances, the energy Is spread over the wave's frontal area, J
this area Increases with the square of the distance from the
point of rupture. Overpressure, blast wave velocity and
therefore blast effect, lecrease rapidly with distance. After
passage of the shockwave, the pressure decreases until a1 .__________________

suction phate follows In which pressure drops below normal
atmospheric pressure. The negative pressure is a result of 10 20 30 40 50
the outrush of gases from the center of the rupture causing Distance (Rt)
an overexpansion. The pressure above atmospheric at the
shockwave front i3 the peak overpressure and is used with iue3PakOelrsr vDstnefrCmotonBhrg
Impulse to establish the relative hazard (i.e., shockwave Fgr ,Pa vrrruev ~tnerrCmoiinBCag
intensity and duration) associa'ed with ruptures and rgetin
explosion% at a given distance. The blast wave emanating
front a bursting pressure vessel (Section IV) is somewhat The explosive failuire of a pressure vessel not only
similar to thi., caused by a high explosive detonation. The generates a blast wave but preduices frigmenis, with very
pressure close in due to vessel hurst is generally lower than h~igh velocities possilile. Fragments constittute at significant
6ilgh explosive detonation and Is Ea function of burst hazard to personnel, systems, components and structures In
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the vicinity. Primary fragments are portions of the vessel or force vessel burr.ts in such a way as to generate worst case
I1. attachnents "tha5 are accelerated (hie to the internal blast wnves and fragmentation, such that a model could be
pressure of the vessel. Secondary fragments may also be developed that would envelop generally expected vessel
produced due to the action of the blast wave or primary failures. The latter test plans of the matrix would Include
fragments on netrby objects. such representative vessel faillues. Worst case however is

a function of several varlnhk's, Including location and
orientation of failure, pressure, ves;sel shape, fragment type
and number and height above ground. The plans and tests

300 "-- -- compr~sing the program matrix have been developed to
0 30 (leg minimize the number of vessel bursts yet meet the stated

-- 60 deg objective with valid data."-...... V7 7,5 degT 00 deg
E - ........... r 100 deg In the development of n test matrix, It was also

. 10" recognized that a pressure vessel burst may not produce a
Ls .. .. spherical shockwave as does a TNT explosior. The blast

-. "". wave from a pressure vessel burst may he much stronger in
one direction than another based on how the vessel shellCIL • .. ,.• , ...... wtcomes apart. Tov seprovide n direct experimental comparison

"""with pressu.e vessel bursts, spherical high explosive

S.. -detonations will be conducted as part of the test program.IL t"..I

" which Accordingly, a test program matrix was developed
10 .which Incorporated varied failure locations and mechanisms.

E, Seven test plans were envisioned with each test plan
10 20 30 40 50 consisting of several vessel bursts. The failure geometry

Distance (ft) shown in Figure 5n and b for five of the seven test plans
would be accomplished through !he use of rptimally
selected shaped charges and pre-machining of grooves. Test

Figure 4, Positive lmpaibe vs line for Coniposition B Charge plan four would use shaped charges alone. Test plan seven
is intended to produce only one fragment with a side split.
The anticipated split will be oriented toward the arenaStudiesSA? of the characteristics of vessel fragments transducer field.

has addressed the veioqitdes of fragments produced, their

trajectories and, as a result, their ranges and their impact Other burst parameters are also varied in the
velocities. Determination of the initial velocities of program matrix. These include the split location, burst
fragments has been undertaken by several researchers.
Most such studies are based upon work by Taylor and Prices pressure and Ls D for two fragments and multi-fragment

which predicted the velocitiet of two spherical vessel vesnels as shown In Figure 5.

fragments accelerated by either an expanding isothermal or Vessel measurements of interest are pre-burst gas
adýtsbatic, Ideal gas. Their analysis has been used, extended Vesse meaturem essure dre fragmentor modified by several other researchmers to improve upo pressure and temperature, pressure during the fragment
theor ssmpdifionbysevrl toadther reseanals to irother un acceleration phase, fragment velocity and blast overpressure.Fragment velocity will be assessed using accelerometers,

Once the initial velocity of a fragment has been contact wire strikes and high speed motion picture and

determined, Its range may be found through ballistic video. Blast overpressures will be measured on the ground

calculations, generally done through the use of a computer In a nulti-point arena and at height of burst (1101) at a
code, a number of which are available. Code considerations lesser number of points.

are drag coefficient, lift coefficient (if any), initial trajectory The matrix shows what result. are being emphnsi7ed
angle and reference area - either fixed or varying (tumbling for each test plan, however all the test-, are interrelated.
or gradually changing). Other results include TNT equivalency, energy distribution

nnd fragmentation characteristics for TP' #1.
E:perimental determination of fragment velocities

was dlscuss6d in the initial program paper. The reader is
referred to work by Plitiman, Jager-" and Baum" for further
information.

Test Planning & Preliminary TetIing

II, Test Program Burst Initiation

T gramMattis The use of pre-niachined grooves and optimum
shaped charges present. several questions to be addressed

A test program matrix has been developed that in the planning stages. The typical groove geometry is
includes a series of test plans each with multiple pneumatic shown in Figure 6 with the linear shaped charge ([SC) and
vessel bursts. The objective of the program matrix was to the shaped charge cut area shown with dotted lines.

3
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Machining such a groove with a constant remaining wall A linear shapedl charge Is usedl to cut a grooive tit the
thickness in a vessel of non-uniform roundness and wall bottom of the machined groove to increttse an already high
thickness presents an Interesting challenge. For single stress level, due to pneumantic pressure, thereby causing
circumferential grooves, this challenge was met using a failure. The difficulty It. st-lectirt b .;mail L-SC'suifficient to
procedure for eight equally spaiced offsets of tile vessel cautse failure. A small ISC is% desired to redulce the
towards a lathe cutting toil1, using a computer supported possibility of shaped chanrge fragments damaiging transducers
setup, wad swinging a slightly larger radius than the desired and to reduce the explosive blast wave since the vessel burst
and resultant cut. F~or multi-Frigment vessels, having blast wave Is to be metsured. A preliminary
grooves In two directions, Computer Numerical Control LSC/pneumatic bturst test was deemed appropriate for 1)
milling Is Indicated, finding the detonation cut in the particulair vessel material,

2) quantirying an LSC shock effect on a relatively thick wall
OUTERWALLvessel that would assist the detonation cut IIn causing failure
OIJTI WALLand 3) quantifying Interference of the LSC blast In
/ measuring the blast due to vessel burst. rrom tie latter

I,. . effect an LSC Mlust pressure tare subtraction routine was
,"/\ Nanticipated. 17he tests shlowed that ainy shock effect was

"" '"h minimal and that the [SC blast pressure has practically
returned to ambient prior to th,- vessel blast shock arrival ats
shown in Figure 7, thus minimizing measurement problems.

L _1ý IPressurization System
CUT IY SHAPIED DIAW (REF I A pressurization system was designed andl built for

Nut 6,TyilcllVesnd Cronss ection Showing Groove end Sbapead the burst testing. Due to the potential hazard to equipment,
Charge hsca the system evolved into the use of a protected and semi-

Chirpburied storage vessel and a free flow/booster system
In a~to Noperated remotely by personnel In a blockhouse shelter. A

fragment hazard assessment was conducted using a Taylor-
Price" computer code, a baillistics computer code for

The typical 2:1, tangential tolongitudinal, stress ratio fragment flight distance and data from Ilaker5 andi Moore"T
In ylW.ndrical pressure vessel causes concern regarding the to predict penetration/protect Ion of the blockhouse.

stress environment at a narrow groove, particularly when a
failure due to longitudinal stress fee desired. This concern
led to material tests on a sacrificed vessel and a preliminary Instrumentation Ranging
hydrostatic burst test. These tests showed that, in a non-
cyclic application the tangentila stress In a narrow Camera speeds were determined based on calculated
circumferential groove can be used alone to predict failure. fragment velocity. For blast pressure transducer setup and



ranging, tb1t blest pressure expected from a high explosive vessel burst-., high explosive (11117.) shots were conducted for
burst of equivalent energy was used for the first pneumaitic each test series to check out tlie instrumentation and to
burst. lids resulted In near-field pressure measurements serve as comparigon (lain. This also rermits pressure vessel
which were noisy. but useniblc. due to actual pressures being data to be compared to standards such as T'NT.
tower ihan anticipated. Subsequent ranging ef transducers
for pneumatic bunsts Is being adjusted accordingly as For each of the vessel bursts and I1E1 shots, pressure
described In Section IV. was. recorded Mt betwveen 46 and 51 locations. using mostly

transducers flush with the ground surfatce. Positive Impulse
was obtained by Integratinig the pressure time data. For

I I W II Iench vessel burst, vessel pressure and Internil gns
10 temperature were measured up to the point of burst.

Attempts to measure Internal vessel pressure decay tising
the same high response pressure transducer met with limited
success. Attempts to measure vessel fragment acceleration

5 using accelerometers were unsucecessful and led to the use
91 ~of contact wires during the second test series. I igh speed
10 motion pictures and high speed video were recorded for
1 o estimating velocities of vessel halves. Figure 9 shows a

frame from high speed video of the 4750 psi burst.

Data Is presented and discussed primarily for the
3300 psig vessel burst and for a 30 pound charge of
Composition 13 of about the itame TNT energy equivalence
as that vessel burst.

10 15 20 25 30

Time (ins) .'

11igure 7. 0verpresSUro VA Time for 3300 psig Vessel at Gauge ~-
LoAcation 26 (9M at 15 ft) rel.t

Test Site-- -

Pneumatic burst tests have been c-)nducted at the ,

Naval Surface Warfare Center's (NSWC) Dahilgren, VA
explosives test area. Thec Center has personnel experienced
in explosive detonation and blast data recording from small
up to very large charges of high explosive. High speed rlgUrC , Pressuire Vessel Installed in NSWC Arcna
motion picture onverage Is available with multiple cameras
and hardened camiera shelters. fheavy dluty liandlivig
equipment Is available such as cranes, fork lifti. psylonders,
etc. A variety of transducers, tape recordlers and timing
controls are available for testing. A hardened blockhouse
and Instrumentation room plus the capability of tape
recorder control from a remote site is available. This siteA A,-4
provides an already wired arena in close pro.-Imity to a t9-s oblockhouse which can prevent penetration of high kinetic
energy fragments. An isometric -rawing of a pzessure vessel
installed in a blast field arena at NSWC is Shown In Figure

IV. Test Results

Two pressurn vessels were burst at 3300 psig and
4750 psig, respectively in the preliminary pneumatic burst
test1 series and three vessels weie burst at 1500 pslg, 3500
psig and 5500 ptig. res~'ectlvely In an abbreviated execution
of Test Plan #11. A ivurth vessel burst, planned for 7500
psig In the second ýeit series, was postponed due to a
mialfunction of thie j~•ssur-izatlon system. In addition to the rigure 9. Vessel Burst at 4750 psi, from Iligh Speed Video

5



overpressures measured from the vessel burst at tile
tratn-ducer distancs. The TNT overpressure vs distance

The pressure vs time response of a typical ground- curves are from a functional relationship for chemical
flush transducer Is shown In Figure 7. For comparison, this explosion-s in Kinney & Graham 4. It is seen that in tile near
Is the same transducer (reraniged) and location as used for field (1IV distance) the measuired overpressures from tile
Comp B3 overpressure shown In Figure 2. The Initial small vessel burst are the same as wouild be measured from a
pressure Increase Is due to detonation of the shaped charge. small charge weight TNT blast. But In tile far field, (50V
Pressure has decayed to zero before the vessel blast reaches distance), the magnitude of the mnsicased Overpressures are
the transducer. Rather than the sharp pressure rise aind equilvalent to that produlced bly a large charge weight TNT
rapid, exponential decay characteristic of a high explosive blast. The TNT energy equivalence of this vessel was 311.6
(112) blast, pressure Increases to a peak value and rem-tins pounds, Similar results were obtained for the other arrays.
approximately constant for 8 ms. Subsequent decay Is
slower than that from a lIE blast.

The peak overpressure recorded at each transducer Positive imipulse ineastired during ltie 3300 psig
location Is plotted vs distance for five arrays (Identified lin vessel burst Is plotted vs distance for 5 arrays lin Figure 12.
Figure 8) of tWe 3300 psig vessel burst In Figure 10. The Ibis figure may be compared to the Impulse dlata showni in
data points shown are the peak overpressure; recorded at Figure 4 for the approximate energy equivalent Cornp 13
trarnsducer locations. The lines are the best log-log curve fit high explosive shot.
for each of the arrays. Overpressures are higher for the
arrays approaching normal to the vessel than for arrays________________
approaching parallel to the. vessel axis due to jetting of gas ~ u~~~trE~lmsc
along the 90* array (vessel center). This asymmetric 100 04o iba
pressure variation was especially noticeable c'ose-in to the 2 8.59 lbs
vessel. 3 12.4 Ib~o

4 25.8 tb*

100 6 50.8 Tbs

... V 75 deg
10 ....... -T 90 dega

CL LlUJW 10 egC

~ .. SData fromi 3300 pals Vessel 90 deg. array

I1 10 100

Disatnce (it)

CL ri Igure it, reak O)verpressure vs Distance Covilours for Different

10 100 200 Also plotted in Figure 12 are lines showing the
Distnce f t)expected Impulses from various values of TNT explosions,
Distnce ft)taken from a function for chemical explosions in Kinney &

rogre o.Pea Unliessre s istncero 330 pigVesel Graham 4n,1. T17his may also he compared to the #30 Cornp Bi
Biure1t Pastrissr sDsac or30 sgVse blast, Figure 4, which has a TNT equivalent for impulse of

Burst28 pounds.

Arrays in Figure 12 which are nearly normal to the
Figure 10, pressure vessel overpresstirei, may he vessel axis (750, 9(r, 1050) produice impulses greater than

compared to Figure 3, the approximate energy equivalent expected for the equivalent energy rNT charge while arrays
high explosive shot. The vessel near field overpressures aire nearly parallel to thle vessel axis (31[r) produce impulses less
seen to be less and ihose for the far field greater than than expected for tile eqtilvalent energy TNT charge. 'lthe
Comp B. Overpressuires In Figure 3 are expected to be 3300 psig vessel burst impulses exceeded those expected
symmetric for an HE1 blast. from Comp 1B nearly normal to the vessel alxis bilt were less

than that from Comp 13 nearly Parallel to tile vessel axis,
Overpressures In the 90* array are plotted vs distance again due to jetting effect.; ilils aipproximately supports tile

Ini Figure 11 and superimposed ever expected pressure- expectation of I eld et al" that a pressure vessel burst has
distance curves for 5 different charge. weights of TNT. The the same Impulse as a high explosive blast of the same
5 charge weights chosen are those that would ytdd the energy equivalence.

6



0 50 deg 100 Table II
0@ 60 deg. Vessel #1 - 1500 psig
V 76$ deg
T 90 deg

0 105 deg Distance: average velocity (ft/sec)
TNT equts from -- to

18f(Ib_) measured calculated

10 F .448-.448448 104.0 103.1

0 C 1.448' 2448 129.7 126.5
02.448' -. 3.448' 148. 1 132.4

3300 pffle vessel (31.5 lbs TNT equiv.) Table IIl
. .I. .. . I..... I-. Vessel #3 - 5500psig

10 100

"Oistance (it) Distance: average velocity (ft/sec)
from -. to

Figure 12, Positive Impulse vs Di.tance Contours 3300 pslg Vesnd measured calculated
Bursi (31.65 IbN TNT equivalence) .750' 1.50' 220.8 230.8

Fragment Yelodi1.750' -. 2.750' 247.5 276.2

2.750' -, 3.750' 275.5 294.5
Velocities of vessel fragments (halves) were -

estimated from films or high speed video taken of the vessel
bursts. The velocity of the fragment connected to the fill
tubing was slightly less than its opposing end due to the T'1e reason for the calculated velocities to be
work required to drag and deflect the tubing. (The tubing underestimated nt 15WX) psig and overestimated at 5500 psig
brenki between the vessei and an nnchor point after fui is unclear. An increase in the discharge coefficient, k, has
velocity hns been achieved.) Velocity of the unhindered half an inverse effect on calculated velocities due to the
of the vessel, after Initial acceleration, is shown for each increased flow normal to the fragment flight direction. A
vessel in Table 1. Fragment velocities were compared to value of k - .44 for the 1500 psig case and k = .8 for the
predictions made by a code based upon the Taylor-Price 5500 psig case produces close results for lines one and three
analysist . It was found that by modifying the discharge of both tables, although the center position of both tables is
coefficient, k, (of the area between the fragments) the code overpredicted.
full velocity could be matched to the measured velocity.
Table I also summarizes the discharge coefficient required Shock Velocitiez
to match the measured velocity.

Average shock velocities between transducer
positions on an array were found from delta airival times
far PV #2 (3300 p<'%) arid IV #3 (4750 psi) of the

Table I preliminary test. The velocity between 10 and 15 feet for
Comparison Between Measured and Calculated Velocities both bursts was a maximum of 1430 feet per second (FPS).

The velocity generally diminished with distance for each
case and was 1150 FPS between 130 and 200 feet on the 750

Vessel Pressure Measured Discharge array for the 4750 psi case.

(psig) .- Velocity (ft/s) Coefficient, k Figure 13 is a plot of average shock velocity between

.3300 246 0.41 points vs peak overpressure at the downstream point for
4750 306 0.43 both 3300 and 4750 psi pressure vessels noted above.

Superimposed over the vessel data is a curve illustrating the
1500 148 0.44 functional relationship between shock velocity and
3500 250 0.46 overpressure from Swisdak 3 at a temperature of 84°F
5500 315 0.55 (the average of the ambient temperatures for the

two vessel bursts). The data trend is to follow
For vessels #1 and #3 of Test Plan *1 (1500 and the curve with more scatter in evidence for the

5500 psi respectively) wire contact times were measured as PV #3 burst than the PV #2. (instrumentation for
a sharp edge attached to the v,.ssel passed through wires on the PV #2 burst was better ranged as discussed in
a close proximity breakwire frame. Tables 11 and III Section II!.) A statistical error analysis
compare the average velocities during the one foot intervals showed that the PV #2 data fit the curve twice as
for the measured d:..a and for calculated positions islng k good as PV #3 which had an error deviation, S,, of
- .6 and the Taylor-Price code. 2.9 psig.

7



too - -...... An attempt will be made to look for real gas
,effects although the.e may be somewhat small up
to 7500 psi as depicted In Figutre 3. Ideally.
tests should be conducted at pressures us high as
15,000 psIg In order to assess real gast cifecis.
This was not considered due to pressuri7ntinn
system and ,essel costs and the more limited

a t appllcat;ility of such data.

Test Plan #2 will provide blast field
* t pressure variat~ons with height of burst.

V . #2 Additionally close pressure measurement will ,e_ Pv I I sought in the absence of a close ground surface

EqusUo, to complement the data obtained in Test Plan # 1.

Test Plans #3 (dual fragment) and #6
1000 1500 20D0 2500 (multifragment) will each vary the vessel length

Shock Velocity (ft/s) to diameter ratio (L/D). Figure 14 shows the
calculated vessel energy remanning as t function
of time, shown as a Pereent of the energy at 3500

Figuiret1, PeakOverpresst¢3ShnkVelocity psi burst for five vessels and failure
geometries. Four of the curves are for a 22
cubic foot vessel which shows a large variation

For the 5500 psi burst of IT #1 an attempt with L/D from 16 inch diameter vessels to 34 inch

was made to measure pressure at eight inches from diameter vessels. The other curve applies to the

the vessel surface and on the ground 2 1/2 feet 53 cubic foot, 24 inch diameter burst at 3500 psi

below the vessel surface. Arrival times were (Test Plan #2). Tie escape rate of the vessel

measured for both but the setup for the 6 inch energy should effect overpressure mneasurements
dlitance transducer was blown away during the and fragment velocity. The two test plans permit
pressure rise time. The transducer at 2 1/2 feet approaching the case of sudden disintegration of

experienced a gradual pressure increase to 310 the pressure vessel walls. on a.sumptinn maide in
psi. Th,. difference In arrival times provides an some comparisons of vessel burst overpressure to

average velocity of 1900 FPS between the two high explosive blast.

points, also shown on Figure 13. This velocity
would seem to Indicate a low average pressure 100 -
between the two points which is not --. es," 2Z ft frgsr
substantiated by the ground mounted transducer. 34" el N% 2 frog.

V. Future Efforts i \ •

Problems with the pressurization system %±"
will be corrected. The one remaining burst in Z \
Tesa Plan #i wiil be conducted during Test Plan :t 1U I
#2. Data will then be available for a burst _
pressure range of 5 to 1. "'

An attempt will be made to - ,

nondimensionalize the pressure data to
coefficient form. Preliminary Indications are
that this may be possible by dividing the
overpressbre In absolute units by the maximum 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

shock pressure expected, Held et al'. The Time (ins)
maximum shock pressure is from the one Figure 14, Remaining Vessel Energy vs Timc Following

dimensional flow shock tube equation applied to Ves.ct Burst
the three dimensional vessel burst. This may
only apply to 10 feet away and farther until
additional ground reflection data close to the
vessel is obtained (TP #2). Maximum initial VI. Summary
shock overpressure (shock tube equation)
expected is 145 psi for the 7500 psi vessel A data base exists for estimating injury and dameage
without considering reflection. A pressure of from blast wave overpressure and Impulse and from
310 psi was measured under the 5500 psi vessel, fragment impact velocity and mass. However much of the



dat& fowaee a piressr vessel hurst to a high energy 'Coleman, M. et al. "A Review of IEnergy Release
eo elw blaw. Additonal vesIe burst testing Is needed to Processes From the Failure of l'oeumnatic Pressure V'essels,'
N9 nea~t edinqa date In quardl~i~ig pressure venel burst ESMC-Th-88-03. August 1998.
dimuravterIcLa The cul ent test programwill provide amix
of vessel f1ailhre nudes pressures, and other varlables. hIl3 3Sidak. *Exploson Effe-tts and Propertles Part I1.
dal. laihar with dats fronm other researchers will permit xlso fet nAr, SCW LT 5163.95
- -mi -ng the results of different assumed options for vessel xlso fet nAr.NW/Of 5163.95
failures such that the Installation designer or user can weigh 'inyadGaaEooieSok nAr n
the lIkel~ood of audli failres and the hazards should thty e4, Warger Verlag. 19"5.
oemr.

71ftpape Ir he semi proressrenot on5Baker. W. et al. "Wor kbook for Predicting Pressirre
lith paer i th seondproressrenri n'te Wave and Fragment Pflects of Exploding Propellant Tanks

prewaure vsemi bufst test pregrarn. Some pneumatic burst and Oan Storage Vessels". NASA CR.134906. November,
lesl~i has been accomplished and limited conclusions are 1975.
dnawn. Since test plans are Interrelated, further testing will
darity ois"n results and provide conclusions to he "Baum, UDstuptlve Failure of Pressure Vessels:
preetatied In the future. .Preliminary ' eslg;i Guidelines for Fragment Velocity and

Tentative conclusions are as follows: the Extent of the Ihazard Z-one", Transaction of the ASME -
1.) At chose distances, vese burst overpressures are less jara fPC21E e~lTc May, 19811.
than that of high explosive blasts with equivalent energy and 7'Held and Jager. *Asessment of (Ins Pressure Vessel
arrt Vperner than HIE far fronm the vessel. For an example Burst -1 azatd", &M1~L!EM Volume 62. 1982.
cited, the ovespemi res due to vessel burst and lHE blast
were equal at about 40 feet froni the vessel. r~aylor, TI). and Price, C.S., "Velocities of
2.) Both the overprestsure and impulse date are very Fragments from Bursting Gas Reservoirs", kmrautno
directional lot a circumferential vessel failure. I lowever, Bflh ein fol 1 November, 1971.
the vesse Impulse Is approximately equal to the lI E Impulse
alon art arenas line W0 f~ront the vessel axis at all distances 'l'tmnan, "Blast and Fragment Hazards from Bursting
f~rant10feet to 30feet. This areroximately sunitorts the Wtoo ft aa rdac ~boaoMy
condoion t16t the impulse is the samec for both vessel192
bursis and equivalent energy 1111 blasts.
3.) Thie functional relationship between shock velocity and ".Jager and Junge. "Measurement of Pressurized-Air
overpressure ratio apiears to be the same for vessel bursts Vessel Fragment Velovity", 1981.
as for 11111 blssi.
4.) Fraginent velody may be calculated using a Taylor-Price "Held, Jager, Stolzl, 'MN Blast-Equtivalence for
tye code. however the dhifchrge coefficent. IL, to use is Bursting of Pressurized-Oas Conventional Vessels", 1981.
uncertain and may not be a constant during acceleration.
ftan velocities (after acceleration) were calculated using 12Moore, 'The Design of Barrficades for Halzardous
It - .41 to .55. Veiolcitles during acceleration were Pressure Systems". 1966.
caklculted using k - .44 to .80.
5.) Based on limited data. average shock velocity to 6.1 feet
fromt the vessel surface Is less than Muah 2. Thlis, combined
with 03 of this summary supports the conclusion that the
Initial shock overpresare is much less than vessel pressure Akoldeet
and via7 be fobund using the one dimensional shock tube Akoldeet
equation.
ti.) Dividing the overpressure In absolute units by the Initial The program described Is ongoing tonder the
shock ovetpresure as predicted by the shlock trabe equation, direction of tire USAF Eastern Space and Missile Center.
appeared to remove all data trends except for distance and and Is jointly directed and supported by NASA
array angle for distances of 10 feet to 50 feet. This provides I iendquarters. Tile program is performed by the Prcr'~ure
a n*1iWd for estImatlng ground overpressures for this Systems Technology Department of Gene-al Pi-y-sics.
pmnticular wasel failure geometry, length to diamneter ratio Corporation and Involves the effort of other government
and height of burst, centers, subcontractors and suppliers. We would like to
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